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ABSTRACT 

The following study proposes that mesoscopic states in a material are only 3 types considering the behaviour of 

granular medium which is self organizing in its own gravitational field. These states are namely hydrostatic, columnar, 

and arched mesoscopic states.   Through this study , it turns out that pressure may be absent at the center of gravitating 

ball although it is known that pressure is noncompressible liquid or solid linear-elasitc medium maximal.  In arched 

mesoscopic state, such uncommon stress takes place.  Using Mohr-Coulomb condition it can be stated that arched state 

can embody when sinus of internal friction’s angle increases up to threashold value 1/3.  The granulating medium is 

liquid in the hydroscopic mesoscopic state.  The study also shows transition between hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic 

stress which is sharp in the granular gravitating ball and opposes the results of linear theory of elasticity. 

Keywords: Granular Media; Gravitating Ball; Self-Organization; Mesoscopic State; Phase Transition; Stresses Radial 
Distribution. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If a planet is composed of granular material it may show unexpected behaviour as granular material possesses 

remarkable properties which are partly similar to solid, liquid, and gases, and partly mimic the self-organizing 

phenomena which are unique and reflected as property in granular chains. The continuum model of non-cohesive 

granular suggested their ability to compress and self organize.  It works well with wide range of materials and loads.  It 

works well with natural porous materials with hydrostatic stress state in earth’s gravitational field , nanopowders with 

non-hydrostatic stress state in cylindrical tubes under superficial radial load, and laboratory measurements on nano-sized 

powders  in capsules of 0.015 m under Gpa order pressure. 

 

 These arguments allow hoping that the predictions about self-organizing granular body in its own gravitational field will 

be confirmed too.  A theme of finding stress state for gravitating ball is sufficiently traditional for various branches of 

mechanics and physics. So, it has solved within the classical elastic theory in displacements . It has solved for a perfect 

Pascal fluid in 4D space-time . And also it has al- ready solved within the suggested model for weak-com- pressible 

granular medium at hydrostatic stress state .  

One of the initial model’s hypotheses is the assump- tion of existence possibility in granular medium only three types of 

mesoscopic state, called hydrostatic, co- lumnar and arched ones. At the hydrostatic mesoscopic state there is no an 

order. Two types of order are embod- ied by the columnar and arched states. These ordered states may be discussed using 

the terms of granular chains by the following way: At the columnar state the most chains act as columns bearing the 

longitudinal compressing load; at the arched state the most chains act as arches bearing the lateral straightening load. It is 

ob- vious that the granular chains acting by such a way can be stable only at presence of friction between the gran- ules 

composing them. The choice of a mesoscopic state’s type seems to be  embodied by self-organization process whose 

attractors are still not fully understood.  

One of the most important constitutive relations deduced from the hypotheses is linear coupling of the stress tensor 

principal components’ values, which possesses at spherical symmetry the form 

            (1) 

Here                                                                                               of given 

mesoscopic state’s type, called mesoscopic fa tor, independent on given material and load’s intensity; and s—a constant 

of given loaded body.  

For the mesoscopic factor the spectrum of values has been deduced [7]. The following values characterize in 3D space 

columnar, hydrostatic and arched mesoscopic states, respectively: 

                            besides, of course, at the hydrostatic state S = 0 . 
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 In 2D space the spectrum, analogical to spectrum (2), is 

                                                          

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Within the model represented we find the stress state               granular gravitating ball of external radius R without 

superficial loading. Let r denote the current polar radius, then  

                              

       = 0  ( 3) 

We take the assumptions being usual for granular media’s continual mechanics at similar problems statement:  

1) The medium is non-compressible;  

    2) The Mohr-Coulomb limiting yield condition is valid: 

       

     
        

Where α the angle of internal friction, 0   α<    ; 

3) The stresses as functions of the radius have no breaks.  

It is true the following differential equilibrium equation written in stresses for gravitating ball of non-com- pressible 

material, or of material with heterogenic density distribution, according to the Newtonian potential theory [8,9]: 

   

  
 + 2 

     

 
  

     

 
    ,                           (4) 

Where   the universal gravitational constant and where   is density. 

So, the problem is to find the functions,      , and        satisfying both the system (1), (4) with boundary condition (3) 

and the Mohr-Coulomb condition. More- over, in such a way we must iterate through all types of mesoscopic state.  

 

The Mohr-Coulomb condition and the boundary condition for radial stress (3) determine also the boundary condition for 

circumferential stress: 

         . 

From here the value of additive parameter of formula (1) follows: 

S = 0 Hence formula (1) takes the form 

         

COLUMNAR STATE  
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In accordance with formula (2), at columnar type of mesoscopic state     then because of formula (5) the Mohr-

Coulomb condition becomes unattainable. Indeed, the obvious requirement 1       can be satisfied only at limit case 

of 1 = sin  which would imply the presence of cohesion in the material contrary to the model’s initial principles. 

Morefore the solution of the system (1), (4) would imply the presence of non-removable singularity in the origin.  It 

points to the impossibility of implementing columnar state at gravitating granular ball.  

HYDROSTATIC STATE  

At the case of hydrostatic mesoscopic state in which s = 0 and according to formula (2) 

    

our study turns into the classical problem on the pressure of rigid or liquid gravitating ball having the well-known 

solution for pressure , p (=      ) obtained from equation 4 

P = 
     

 
  (       

The found p = p (r) is shown by figure 1. It is obvious, that  

 
          

   
  
 

    
 

The Mohr-Coulomb condition 0       introduces no restrictions on implementing hydrostatic state. 

ARCHED STATE 

It is the arched state where granular medium behaves in unexpected ways. At this type of mesoscopic state in accordance 

with formula (2) 

     

and formula (5) is written as  

  = 2         (8) 

gives rise to a property which can be named as the 1st mystery of granular planet: in the arched mesoscopic state 

pressure in the center does not exist, i.e. 

                

This particularity is demonstrated by fig. It is impotent to emphasize that the suggested model has al ready predicated a 

similar effect of reducing the stresses toward the center for arched granular ball under only superficial radial load [5].  

Now we consider the stress distribution over the thickness of granular planet. Substituting coupling (8) into Equation (4) 

we have:  
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-2

  

 
= - 

   

 
  r. 

The integral of the obtained equation, satisfying the boundary condition (3), is expressed through elementary functions: 

  = -
   

 
    In

 

 
                (9) 

And owing coupling (8) 

  = -
   

 
    In

 

 
                   (10) 

The found functions        , and        have removable singularities in the origin . Indeed , from results (9) and (10) we 

can see 

 

The obtained stresses distribution is shown by figure 1. From analysis of the found solution we can see, that  

 

 

Hence taking into account  

 

 

The curves and  have inflection points at  

 according to Mohr – Coulomb condition, arched state can embody only at sufficiently high 

internal friction:  
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 (11) 

 

Transition between Hydrostatic and Arched States  

We can see from result (11) that at   arcsin        the both mesoscopic states, hydrostatic and arched, are al- lowed. 

So the question arises: to what type of meso- scopic state the self-organization process is to direct? A similar question 

has been just studied within the sug- gested model when considering compressible granular ball under superficial load 

[5]. And the proposition has been done that the attractor of self-organizing is minimi- zation of the external forces 

mechanical work. Calcula- tion of the work at two the mesoscopic states has given that its value at arched state is less 

than at hydrostatic.  
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As mentioned above, today the self-organization at- tractors in granular medium are not still fully understood. But in any 

case, if arched type of mesoscopic state was more profitable than hydrostatic one for gravitating granular ball, then at 

achieving the internal friction’sangle up to the value of (arcsin13 the pressure ex- pressed with Equation (6) must be 

replaced by the stresses expressed with Equations (9) and (10).  

For quantitative analyzing parameters changed at the transition let us use the average stress and maximum shear stress τ 

[9]:  

 

It is obvious that at hydrostatic state  The greatest drop of the average stress takes place in the 

ball’s centre; from the maximal pressure’s value  down to zero. The greatest jump of the maximum shear stress 

takes place at from zero up to the value 

 

So the threshold value   arcsin         may be discussed as a point of bifurcation. Such a sharp transition between 

stress states opposes gravitating ball of granular material at one hand and of linear-elastic material at an- other. Because 

according to the linear theory of elasticity, such a transition in gravitating ball goes smoothly with changing the Poisson 

coefficient [8,9]. Going in granular ball sharply, such a transition between two mesoscopic states and two stress states, 

being undoubtedly a phase one, can be named as the 2nd mystery of granular planet.  

 

Presence of this sharp inter-state transition is caused with the accepted assumption of stresses as functions of the radius 

having no breaks. Due to this assumption granular planet’s stresses change at α  arcsin        by a jump and do not 

depend on internal friction at other values of α. If we refused the assumption, we might propose existence possibility of a 

complex stress state with two domains of two different mesoscopic and stress states; and the size of a spherical board 

between these domains would smoothly change during changing α.  

 Conclusions  

We have considered granular gravitating ball within a new continual model of compressible self-organizing granular 

medium at its limit case of incompressibility and using the Mohr-Coulomb limiting yield condition.  
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We have found exact expressions in the elementary functions for the body’s stresses in all considered cases. Our study 

has given a non-evident result. In-first, the pressure in the center of the ball can absent. In-second, the stresses are able to 

change at the threshold value of internal friction’s angle  rcsin        by a jump and not to depend on it at other values.  

It seems that taking into account the effect of com- pressibility cannot involve qualitative changes into the results 

reported.  Now we are in waiting for empirical data being to verify our attempt of theoretical predicting.  
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